New Materials Available for Stewardship

“From Bread and Cup to Faith and Giving” makes the connection between our experience of God and our generosity as disciples. It includes practical tools such as logos, commitment cards, bulletin inserts, and letters. The materials also provide resources for preaching and teaching about stewardship throughout the year. Campaign guidance and calendars help leaders make the best use of these robust materials for their specific context and size.

Video by Bruce Barkhauer about these materials:
https://youtu.be/2x623Zx5yQU

Available for purchase at ucc.org/stm2022.

Announcing the New
SEC Stewardship/Development Mission Team

Did you know there is a new Stewardship/Development Mission Team in PSEC? The goal of this new group is to foster a spirit of generosity among the congregations of PSEC. We will provide you with information, resources and best practices to support stewardship in your congregation all year round. To that point, the Wisconsin Conference, in partnership with the national UCC, is offering a series of free webinars on a variety of giving topics. You can read more and register at this address: https://www.wcucc.org/conference-giving/generosity-learning-opportunities-2/

In addition, you can check out the related item in this e-news on the new stewardship materials, “From Bread and Cup to Faith and Giving.” We also need you! We are looking for volunteers who are willing to share their stewardship expertise or want to gain new skills in this area of ministry. Following are some desirable attributes for our volunteers:

- Demonstrates personal commitment to a spirit of generosity in time, talent and resources.
- Strong interest and expertise in stewardship and fundraising are highly desirable.
- Lay members and authorized ministers in good standing in the Pennsylvania Southeast Conference are preferred, but other individuals with expertise in stewardship and fundraising may also be asked to serve.
- Familiarity with the United Church of Christ denomination, Pennsylvania Southeast Conference and its congregations is highly desirable.

Since we are in the organizational stages of the life of this team, we are meeting about once a month with some assignments in between. It is anticipated we can meet less frequently, perhaps quarterly, after we are fully launched. Meetings are generally held via Zoom. There are no formal prescribed terms for this mission team, so length of service is flexible. If you would like to join us, please contact Caroline Dunleavy at carolineayost@gmail.com or 484.947.9079. Thank you for your prayerful consideration!

A JUST WORLD FOR ALL Yard Sign

Available at UCCResources.com. Yard signs are available in English and Spanish.